Accelerate Cloud Revenue

Cloudamize provides high precision
analytics and powerful automation
to improve the ease, speed, and
accuracy of moving clients to the
cloud, so systems integrators and
cloud consultants can accelerate cloud
adoption and migration, and ultimately
cloud revenue objectives.

Assess

Plan

Migrate

How can we instill confidence
to adopt the cloud & shorten
sales cycles?

How can we make migration
planning faster and
repeatable?

How can we satisfy
customers and get to
recurring revenue faster?

Calculate the TCO of moving to the
cloud and predict performance with
precision to ensure confidence in
the decision to migrate and speed
adoption.

Efficiently design a successful
roadmap to the cloud based
on application dependencies,
suitability, and readiness.

Integrate your plan into any cloud
migration tool to quickly move
workloads to the cloud and ensure
cost-performance optimization at
the moment applications migrate.

What our customers say
“With Cloudamize, I was able to get a
quick and accurate TCO estimate that
was based on our actual usage data.”
JOSH BLENDER, SENIOR ENGINEER, YEXT

www.cloudamize.com

“With Cloudamize, we optimized our current cloud
deployment and are now able to make confident
planning decisions to support our needs.”
UMGANG GOPANI, SR. SYS ADMIN, NIMBLE COMMERCE

info@cloudamize.com

Cloudamize Cloud Computing Analytics Platform

Precisely Calculate Cloud TCO

Automate Performance Analysis

»»

»»

»»

 loud TCO Calculator: Calculate the TCO of
C
moving to the cloud based on recommended
right-sized compute, storage, and network
settings.
 loud Cost Breakdown: Break down projected
C
costs by compute, storage, and network, and
drill down to individual workloads to understand
costs at a micro level.

»»

Performance Analysis: Receive a detailed
performance analysis of on-premises compute,
storage, and network resources for each workload,
including peak CPU utilization, allocated and peak
RAM usage, storage capacity, occupancy, IOPS,
and more.
Performance Projection: View the projected
performance of compute, storage, and network
resources for each workload to understand current
performance vs. performance with right-sized
settings in the cloud.

Plan Migrations with Precision

Easily Design Migration Plans

»»

»»

»»

 utomated Discovery & Dependency
A
Mapping: Identify every application and all
of their dependencies, including 3-tier/n- tier
application dependencies, across on-premises
and cloud environments.

»»

 pplication Suitability & Complexity Analysis:
A
Understand which applications to migrate
and when based on application classification,
dependencies, platform portability, and
performance profiles.

Migration Designer: Manually group applications
based on their dependencies, business uses,
migration phases, tags, and more.
Intelligent Move Groups: Automatically group
applications based on characteristics such as
application or machine names, dependencies,
application class, cost, migration phase, and more.

Migrate with Speed & Accuracy

Optimize Cost & Performance

»»

»»

»»

Migration Integration: Cloudamize installs your
migration tool to speed the process of moving
workloads to the cloud.
 itigration Plan Report: Import the migration
M
plan built in Cloudamize into existing migration
tools and for each move group view its host
name and its compute, network, and storage
settings in the cloud.

»»

 ompute Right-Sizing Planner: Receive the best
C
possible compute option in the cloud for each
workload to ensure you’re meeting performance
requirements at the lowest possible cost upon
migration.
 torage Right-Sizing Planner: Receive the best
S
possible storage option for each workload to
ensure cost-performance optimization at the
moment you migrate.

Learn More About the Cloudamize Platform

www.cloudamize.com

info@cloudamize.com

